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certain exceptions—and there are a few parts where the popula-
tion is very dense—the archipelago lies dormant ; millions upon
millions of acres of primeval jungle, damp, hot and malarious ;
very beautiful to look upon from the sea but overpoweringly
depressing in its unending weariness of rampant vegetation; inter-
locked and impenetrable, rising from the shore tier above tier
up to the high mountains of the interior and dominated by the
threatening craters of sinister volcanoes. The struggle for life is
there too but it is not the struggle of overcrowded mankind but of
superabundant vegetation, tree against tree and plant against
plant. The delicate entwining embrace of the climbing plant
becomes a strangling grip of death. The straight almost leafless
trunk of some forest giant, once it has penetrated above the lower
growth of trees, throws out its abundant branches, depriving the
defeated rivals of air and light and eventually of life. And
beneath it all the brushwood struggles for existence, enveloping,
suffocating, poisoning. Nature directed by mankind is some-
times reasonable but in such regions as these she is vindictive,
bloodthirsty and heartless. Heat and fever, slime and serpents
and typhoons, such are her gifts.
It was under fortunate circumstances that I travelled from
Davao to Manila.    The coasting steamer was sufficiently large,
clean and well provided.   There were a limited number of Ameri-
can and Filipino passengers, a few of them officials, the rest
engaged in commerce or agriculture.    They mixed, the East
and the West, on terms of intimacy and one and all seemed
interested in the welfare of the islands and to be satisfied with
their lives spent in a trying climate and in a region far removed
from centres of civilisation.    I was glad to hear how highly the
American spoke of the Filipinos and of the progress that had been
made in recent years.    It was quite evident, from the terms on
which they associated, that there was no racial prejudice amongst
the passengers.    They met on terms of polite and intimate
equality.   That criticism existed of each other's policy was quite
clear.   No secret was made of it and the presence of an English
stranger amongst them perhaps led to more discussion than
would otherwise have been the case, for, pretending to more
ignorance than I could really lay claim to, I asked such a series
of indiscreet questions that it would not have been surprising if
a crisis had supervened.   But no ;  there was a restraint and a
sense of good humour that turned any possible bitterness to
humour and severity to laughter—and I learned a lot.    The

